Season linked responses to fine and quasi-ultrafine Milan PM in cultured cells.
Exposure to urbane airborne particulate matter (PM) is related to the onset and exacerbation of cardiovascular and respiratory diseases. The fine (PM1), and quasi-ultrafine (PM0.4) Milan particles collected during different seasons have been characterised and the biological effects on human epithelial lung A549, monocytes THP-1 cells and their co-culture, evaluated and compared with the results obtained on the PM10 and PM2.5 fractions. Chemical composition and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of PM0.4 showed that this fraction was very similar to PM1 for biological responses and dimension. All the winter fractions increased within 1h the level of reactive oxygen species (ROS), while only summer PM2.5 had this effect on A549 cells. The phosphorylation of H2AX (γH2AX), a marker of double strand DNA breaks (DSBs), was increased by all the winter fractions on A549 and THP-1 cells while summer PM samples did not induced this effect. PM0.4 and PM1 biological effects are partly similar and related to the season of sampling, with effects on ROS and DNA damage induced only by winter PM fractions. The winter PM damaging effect on DNA correlates with the presence of organic compounds.